THORNTON TOMASETTI, INC.
LIBERO “LEE” PETRELLA ’80 MEMORIAL SUMMER INTERNSHIP AND SCHOLARSHIP

In memory of our longtime colleague Lee Petrella, CCNY class of 1980, Thornton Tomasetti will offer a paid summer internship and an academic scholarship through the Thornton Tomasetti Foundation to a qualified CCNY civil engineering undergraduate student who has a passionate interest in structures and exhibits the qualities Lee embodied. A profile of Lee is attached.

Applicants must have:
• completed three years of the undergraduate Civil Engineering program
• chosen to specialize in Structures
• demonstrated a willingness to help others learn structural engineering

WHO MAY APPLY
In addition to the eligibility criteria noted above, at a minimum, all applicants must:
• Be currently enrolled as an undergraduate CE student at CCNY,
• Have successfully completed three or more CE courses (completed at least 9 CE credits),
• Have a minimum GPA for CE courses of 3.2, and
• Not be planning to graduate at the end of the current semester.

AMOUNT OF AWARD
The successful applicant each year will be offered a summer internship at Thornton Tomasetti’s New York office for the summer after the date the award is announced and will receive a $5,000 scholarship from the Thornton Tomasetti Foundation for the following Fall Semester.

HOW TO APPLY
To apply, submit a copy of your application (next page), 500 word essay, and current transcript to Ms. Linda Smith in Steinman Hall Room 135 by the last Friday in September of each year. Your application will not be considered if it is incomplete (ex. missing QPA, essay not addressing all required points).

SELECTION OF Awardees
CCNY’s pre-screened candidates’ applications will be reviewed by a panel of Thornton Tomasetti managers and CCNY alumni each year. The successful applicant will be exposed to all aspects of the structural design of complex commercial, residential, and/or institutional buildings.

Applicants who meet the eligibility criteria and who complete both parts of the application will be seriously considered. Awards will be granted based on academic performance and involvement in the CCNY’s CE community.
THE LIBERO “LEE” PETRELLA ’80
SUMMER INTERNSHIP AND SCHOLARSHIP Application

Name: ________________________ Email: _________________________ Phone: ____________

I Academics

How many CREDITS have you completed? CE courses: Overall:

What is your current GPA? CE courses: Overall:

What is your current QPA? CE courses:

When do you expect to graduate? Month: Year:

Are you enrolled in classes this semester? Yes No

II Service

Which engineering club(s) are you currently an ACTIVE member? Check as appropriate

ASCE Chi Epsilon Concrete Canoe Steel Bridge

LAESA NSBE SWE EWB Sustainability

Do you currently hold a leadership position in an engineering club? Give position and club.

Are there other ways that you contribute to the CCNY CE community? Explain briefly.

What is your citizenship status? US Citizen Permanent resident (green card) Other

Attachments to include with your application:

1) A typed 500 word essay that clearly details:
   - Your plans immediately after graduation and your long-term goals
   - Your reasons for focusing on Structures in your studies
   - Your service contributions to the CCNY CE department and fellow students

2) Your current transcript (unofficial copy is acceptable)